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Counterpoint. Paperback / softback. Book Condition: new. BRAND NEW, The Old Tea Seller: Life and
Zen Poetry in 18th Century Kyoto, Baisao, Norman Waddell, Baisao was an influential and
unconventional figure in a culturally rich time period in Kyoto. A poet and Buddhist priest, he left
the constrictions of temple life behind and at the age of 49 traveled to Kyoto, where he began to
make his living by selling tea on the streets and at scenic places around the city. Yet Baisao
dispensed much more than tea: though he would never purport to be a Zen master, his clientele,
which consisted of influential artists, poets, and thinkers, considered a trip to his shop as having
religious importance. His large bamboo wicker baskets provided Baisao and his customers with an
occasion for conversation and poetry, as well as exceptional tea.The poems, memoirs, and letters
collected here trace his spiritual and physical journey over a long life. This book includes virtually
all of his writings translated for the first time into English, together with the first biography of
Baisao to appear in any language. It is bound to establish Baisao s place alongside other Zeninspired poets such as Basho and Ryokan.".
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Reviews
It is not di icult in go through easier to understand. It normally fails to price too much. I am very happy to inform you that this is actually the greatest
ebook i actually have read through within my personal lifestyle and can be he best publication for ever.
-- Miss Ebony B r a kus IV
Very good electronic book and valuable one. It is actually writter in basic words instead of di icult to understand. I discovered this ebook from my i and
dad encouraged this publication to discover.
-- Pr of. Jevon Fr a mi
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